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Abstract. Predicated execution has become a standard feature in mod-
ern high-performance microprocessors, and is supported by compilers
through if-conversion. The static single assignment (SSA) form has been
demonstrated to be a very successful intermediate representation in mod-
ern compilers. Traditionally, SSA optimizations preceed the if-conversion
because the classical SSA form is not adapted for if-converted programs.
Recently, the Ψ -SSA extension of the classical SSA form has been pro-
posed for optimizing predicated code. However, up until now, the if-
conversion itself has not been applicable to programs in SSA form. As
a result, optimizers that want to use SSA before and Ψ -SSA after the
if-conversion would have to translate the program out of the SSA form be-
fore performing the if-conversion, and to rebuild the Ψ -SSA from scratch
after the if-conversion. In this paper, we propose a simple model of if-
conversion in SSA form such that if-conversion results in the Ψ -SSA.
We implemented our if-conversion method in the Open64/ORC com-
piler code generator, and evaluated the size of the Ψ -SSA form resulting
from if-conversion on a set of MediaBench programs.

1 Introduction

Predication has become a standard feature in modern high-performance micro-
processor architecture. Compilers support predication through if-conversion [1],
transforming programs into predicated code in such a way that execution of
the instructions previously guarded by conditional branches is guarded by pred-
icates. A predicate enables the instruction to execute if it is TRUE, or nullifies
the instruction if it is FALSE.

The SSA form has been demonstrated to be a very successful intermediate
representation for various compiler optimizations [2–9]. Traditionally, the SSA
based optimizations are applied before the if-conversion since classical SSA form
is not readily applicable to predicated code. Recently, it has been shown that SSA
representation can benefit optimizations of predicated code as well [10]. Thus, the
SSA representation may be desirable in the compiler back-end both, before and
after the if-conversion. However, up until now, if-conversion itself could not be
directly applied to programs in SSA form. Lacking such if-conversion algorithm,
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optimizers that want to use SSA before and after the if-conversion would have to
translate the program out of the SSA form before performing the if-conversion,
and rebuild the SSA representation from scratch in order to apply subsequent
SSA based optimizations.

We have developed an approach that allows application of the if-conversion
directly to programs in SSA form. Our approach builds upon the work on Ψ -SSA,
an extension to the classical SSA representation suitable for predication [10]. In
Ψ -SSA, Ψ -nodes are generated at program points where different predicated
values merge. Similar to Φ-nodes, which indicate definitions reaching a given
program point through different control flow path, Ψ -nodes indicate which pred-
icated assignments to a variable may be active at a given program point. Our
if-conversion method exploits the duality between the Φ- and the Ψ -nodes. In
particular, the Φ-nodes in the original program are replaced by the Ψ -nodes in
if-converted program. In contrast to [10], where the Ψ -SSA form is constructed
taking predicated code as starting point, in our approach, the Ψ -SSA results nat-
urally from if-converting a program in SSA form. As an important consequence,
the number of Ψ -nodes in resulting Ψ -SSA is bound by the number of Φ-nodes
existing before the if-conversion.

We have implemented our if-conversion method in the Open64/ORC code
generator. We measured the size of the Ψ -SSA representation on a set of pro-
grams from the MediaBench testsuite [11]. Previous research focused on mea-
suring the SSA size in the context of target-independent optimizations [2, 9].
We’re not aware of any previous work that provides similar investigation into
the size of the SSA representation at the assembly level. Our experience con-
firms that most functions display only a moderate increase in the intermediate
representation size due to their translation to the Ψ -SSA form.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we develop a
code example that illustrates our if-conversion method. Section 3 reminds to the
reader basics of the SSA and the Ψ -SSA representation. In section 4, we derive
the sufficient condition for the correctness of our approach. Finally, section 5
presents experimental evidence that Ψ -SSA can be a practical alternative IR for
compiler back-end optimizations.

2 Motivating Example

Consider well-known J.Fang’s if-conversion algorithm [12]. This algorithm con-
sists basically of two steps: the first step assigns predicates to basic blocks in the
control flow graph; the second step predicates instructions in these basic blocks.
In the process, instructions are concatenated into a straight-line code, eliminat-
ing merge points in the if-converted region. When program is in SSA form, the
question arises: how can Φ-nodes be predicated ? Indeed, since if-conversion re-
moves control flow merge points, Φ-nodes loose their meaning in the if-converted
code.

The Ψ -SSA representation enables a simple solution to the problem: Φ-nodes
in the if-converted region can be replaced by Ψ -nodes with the same operands. As
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�BB1:

k1 = Φ(k0, k2)
j0 = k1 << 1

p1, p2 = j0 >= m
(p1) br BB4

�

���
BB2: t1 = ld a[j0]

t2 = ld a[j0 + 1]
p3, p4 = t1 >= t2

(p3) br BB4

�
�

�
��

���BB3:

j1 = j0 + 1
�����BB4:

j2 = Φ(j0, j0, j1)
t3 = ld a[j2]

p5, p6 = v >= t3
(p5) br BREAK

�BB5:

a[k1] = st t3
k2 = j2

br LOOP

���

�

(a) Classical SSA Form.

LOOP:
k1 = PHI(k0,k2)
j0 = k1 << 1
p1,p2 = cmp.ge j0,m

(p2) t1 = ld a[j0]
(p2) t2 = ld a[j0+1]
(p2) p3,p4 = cmp.ge.unc t1,t2
(p4) j1 = j0+1

j2 = PSI(j0,j1)
t3 = ld a[j2]
p5,p6 = cmp.ge v,t3

(p5) br.cond BREAK
a[k1] = st t3
k2 = j2
br LOOP

(b) If-converted Code.

Fig. 1. Heapsort Inner Loop.

an example, consider if-converting the loop shown as psudo-assembly in Figure
1(a) (from the heapsort sorting algorithm). In the first step, predicate p2 is
associated with block BB2, predicate p4 with block BB3, and predicate TRUE
with blocks BB1, BB4, and BB5. In the second step, instructions in block BB2
are predicated with p2, instructions in block BB3 are predicated with p4, and
conditional branches are removed from blocks BB1 and BB2. Figure 1(b) shows
the if-converted code with the Φ-node in block BB4 replaced with a Ψ -node in the
resulting Ψ -SSA form1. The new Ψ -node indicates that variable j2 takes on value
of either j0 or j1, depending on which of the assignments to the two variables
is last executed at run-time. Thus, j2 takes on value of j1 if the assignment
j1 = j0 + 1 is executed (i.e. predicate p4 is TRUE), otherwise it takes on value
of j0. Notice that variable j2 has exactly the same value before and after the
if-conversion: before the if-conversion, variable j2 takes on value of j1 if both
branches, in blocks BB1 and BB2, are not taken; in if-converted program, j2
takes on value of j1 if p4 is TRUE, which in turn is TRUE only if p2 is TRUE,
corresponding to both branches not being taken in the original program. Notice
also that ordering of Ψ -node operands is significant and corresponds to the order
in which j0 and j1 appear in if-converted sequence [10].

1 Notice that resulting Ψ -node has two operands compared to three-operand Φ-node
in the original control flow graph. This is because two or more identical operands in
a Ψ -node can always be safely collapsed into a single operand [10].
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�BB1:

k1 = Φ(k0, k2)
j0 = k1 << 1
t1 = ld a[j0]

p1, p2 = j0 >= m
(p1) br BB4

�

���BB2:
t2 = ld a[j0 + 1]
p3, p4 = t1 >= t2

(p3) br BB4

�
�

�
��

���BB3:

j1 = j0 + 1
�����BB4:

j2 = Φ(j0, j0, j1)
t3 = Φ(t1, t1, t2)
p5, p6 = v >= t3
(p5) br BREAK

�BB5:

a[k1] = st t3
k2 = j2

br LOOP

���

�

(a) Optimized SSA Form.

LOOP:
k1 = PHI(k0,k2)
j0 = k1 << 1
t1 = ld a[j0]
p1,p2 = cmp.ge j0,m

(p2) t2 = ld a[j0+1]
(p2) p3,p4 = cmp.ge.unc t1,t2
(p4) j1 = j0+1

j2 = PSI(j0,j1)
t3 = PSI(t1,t2)
p5,p6 = cmp.ge v,t3

(p5) br.cond BREAK
a[k1] = st t3
k2 = j2
br LOOP

(b) Incorrect If-converted Code.

Fig. 2. Transformed Heapsort Inner Loop.

However, replacing Φ-nodes with Ψ -nodes during if-conversion is not as
straightforward when transformations such as code motion or copy propaga-
tion have been applied to the program. Figure 2(a) shows the same loop after
partially redundant load has been removed in block BB4. Replacing the second
Φ-node with a Ψ -node in transformed loop results in incorrect program in Figure
2(b). In the if-converted code, variable t3 takes on value of t2 if p2 is TRUE (cor-
responding to not taken branch in block BB1). This is different from its value
before the if-conversion where it takes on the value of t2 only if both conditions,
p2 and p4, are TRUE.

In this paper, we prove that replacing Φ-nodes with Ψ -nodes during if-
conversion results in correct if-converted program if the original program is in
conventional SSA form [13]. When the SSA is first build it is conventional. How-
ever, the SSA program transformed through the code motion, copy propagation,
etc. may not be conventional. The SSA form in the Figure 2(a) is no longer
conventional as a result of the partial redundancy elimination. Conventional
SSA form will be explained in details in the following section. For now, simply
consider conventional SSA form of the transformed loop shown in Figure 3(a)2.
If-converting loop in conventional SSA results in program in Figure 3(b), where
variable t3 takes on value of t′2 only if both predicates, p2 and p4 are TRUE
exactly like in the original program.

2 In conventional form, a copy t′2 = t2 has been added to block BB3.
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�BB1:

k1 = Φ(k0, k2)
j0 = k1 << 1
t1 = ld a[j0]

p1, p2 = j0 >= m
(p1) br BB4

�

���BB2:
t2 = ld a[j0 + 1]
p3, p4 = t1 >= t2

(p3) br BB4

�
�

�
��

���BB3:

j1 = j0 + 1
t′2 = t2

�����BB4:

j2 = Φ(j0, j0, j1)
t3 = Φ(t1, t1, t′2)
p5, p6 = v >= t3
(p5) br BREAK

�BB5:

a[k1] = st t3
k2 = j2

br LOOP

���

�

(a) Consistent SSA Form

LOOP:
k1 = PHI(k0,k2)
j0 = k1 << 1
t1 = ld a[j0]
p1,p2 = cmp.ge j0,m

(p2) t2 = ld a[j0+1]
(p2) p3,p4 = cmp.ge.unc t1,t2
(p4) j1 = j0+1
(p4) t2’ = t2

j2 = PSI(j0,j1)
t3 = PSI(t1,t2’)
p5,p6 = cmp.ge v,t3

(p5) br.cond BREAK
a[k1] = st t3
k2 = j2
br LOOP

(b) If-Converted Consistent Code

Fig. 3. Consistent Heapsort Inner Loop.

3 Preliminaries

We view an assembly-level program as a control flow graph of basic blocks. Each
basic block contains a sequence of target processor instructions. Without loss
of generality, we assume each instruction to be either a write to a register, a
memory load or store, or a control flow transfer. Instructions can be predicated
such that their associated guards determine whether the instruction is executed
or not.

In the SSA form, each write to a register is given a unique name, a SSA name,
and all of the uses reached by that write are renamed to match this new name.
At the join basic blocks of the control flow graph, Φ-nodes indicate which SSA
names reach the control flow join point. The SSA names in a SSA representation
can be partitioned into Φ-congruence classes [13]:

Definition 1 (Φ-congruence). Given a variable x, the Φ-congruence class of
x = {y | x and y are referenced in the same Φ-node, or there exist a variable z
such that y and z are referenced in the same Φ-node, and x and z are referenced
in the same Φ-node }.
Intuitively, two names belong to a Φ-congruence class if they are connected via
Φ-nodes.

When the Ψ -SSA form is first built, it satisfies the conventional SSA form
property: liveranges of SSA names sharing a Φ-congruence class do not inter-
fere [13]. The conventional SSA property allows sharing register assignment by
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the members of a Φ-congruence class in the final compiled program. As a re-
sult of various optimizations, the SSA form may loose this property. Sreedhar
et al. developed an algorithm for restoring conventional SSA form by generating
copy instructions and removing interferences within Φ-congruence classes. In the
example in figure 2, the SSA form is not conventional because liveranges of t1
and t2 belonging to the same Φ-congruence class interfere. By adding a copy
instruction t′2 = t2 in block BB3 in the figure 3(a), the SSA form consistency
can be restored enabling our if-conversion method.

In Ψ -SSA, Ψ -nodes are placed at program points where register writes ac-
tive under different predicates are merging. A Ψ -node has the form: xk+1 =
Ψ(x1, x2, · · · , xk), where the Ψ -node result, xk+1, takes on value of the operand,
xi, whose assignment is last active assignment under its predicate at run-time.
The order of Ψ -node operands is significant and corresponds to program order
of assignments to these operands before any transformations. The original or-
der of predicated assignments may be violated by the SSA optimizations, and
may need to be restored during out-of-SSA translation based on the ordering
information contained in Ψ -nodes [10].

4 If-Conversion in SSA Form

Following theorem establishes the sufficient condition for the correctness of our
if-conversion method:

Theorem 1. If a program is in conventional SSA form, replacing Φ-nodes by
the Ψ -nodes with the same operands during if-conversion results in an equivalent
new program.

Proof. Let S be the block dominating the if-converted region. Consider a Φ-node
xn+1 = Φ(x1, x2, · · · , xn) in block Bn+1. Let variable xn+1 take on value of xk,
such that at the run-time execution path S → Bk → Bn+1 is taken, where
assignment to xk happens in basic block Bk.

In if-converted program, let this Φ-node be replaced with a Ψ -node xn+1 =
Ψ(x1, x2, · · · , xn).We need to show that if the original program is in conventional
SSA form, xn+1 takes on value of xk in if-converted code, i.e. following two con-
ditions hold: (1) instruction defining xk is active during execution (its predicate
is TRUE), and (2) in predicated program, assignment to xk is the last active
assignment among assignments to x1, · · · , xk, · · · , xn.

(1) A valid if-conversion algorithm guarantees that if instruction defining
xk is executed in original program, then this instruction must be active during
execution of the if-converted program.

(2) Assume that the assignment to xj , originally in basic block Bj is also
active in the if-converted code. Thus, execution path S → Bj → Bn+1 must have
been taken at run-time in the program before the if-conversion. If the original
program is in conventional SSA form, block Bj �= Bk, otherwise liveranges of
xj and xk would interfere. Furthermore, block Bj must preceed block Bk in
the original program, i.e. execution path S → Bj → Bk → Bn+1 is taken,
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Table 1. Summary Statistics of Media Bench Programs.

Functions Instructions Instructions Variables Variables
in before SSA expansion before SSA expansion

Program name program ratio ratio

max median min max median max median min max median

adpcm 5 144 92 57 1.23 1.04 89 83 19 1.61 1.14
epic 49 1471 68 12 1.24 1.06 1368 46 3 1.71 1.20
g721 24 556 41 17 1.13 1.06 414 34 14 1.38 1.17

ghostscript 3168 4104 38 4 1.52 1.03 2572 23 1 1.99 1.12
gsm 94 620 54 5 1.16 1.05 650 30 2 1.60 1.21
jpeg 465 723 74 4 1.24 1.03 608 49 1 1.71 1.11

mpeg2 209 1507 86 6 1.27 1.05 936 53 1 1.89 1.18
pegwit 97 1706 54 12 1.19 1.04 1334 28 2 1.65 1.14
pgp 371 2774 59 4 1.21 1.04 1469 34 1 1.83 1.18

otherwise the Φ-node in block Bn+1 would assign value of xj instead of xk to
xn+1. Since if-conversion concatenates instructions in Breadth-First-Order of the
basic blocks [12], the assignment to xk is guaranteed to follow the assignment to
xj in the if-converted code sequence.

��

Because during if-conversion, Ψ -nodes are created as replacement to existing
Φ-nodes, the number of Ψ -nodes resulting form the if-conversion is bound by
the number of Φ-nodes before the if-conversion. Thus, the size of the Ψ -SSA
representation is essentially the same as the size of the equivalent classical SSA
representation before the if-conversion.

5 Measurements

5.1 Experimental Framework

We implemented our if-conversion method in the Open64/ORC compiler code
generator (ipf-orc.sourceforge.net)3. Our goal was to investigate the size of
the Ψ -SSA representation resulting from our if-conversion method for programs
encountered in practice. Previous measurements of the size of SSA intermediate
representation were obtained in the context of the target processor independent
phase of the compiler optimization [2, 9]. We’re not aware of any previous work
that provides similar investigation into the size of the SSA representation at the
assembly level.

Our benchsuite consists of the 9 MediaBench benchmarks [11] listed in the
first column of table 1. These benchmarks include applications from multimedia
and communications domain such as video and audio coding and compression,
image processing, encription, etc. Benchmarks were cross compiled for the IA64
system under Linux using the NUE environment (software.hp.com/ia64linux).

3 Details of our implementation are outside the scope of this paper.
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5.2 Results and Observations

The summary statistics of our experiments are given in the table 1. The second
column of the table shows the total number of routines in each benchmark pro-
gram. The third column lists the maximal, minimal, and median size of routines
in each of the benchmarks programs in the number of intermediate representa-
tion instructions. The fourth column shows the maximal and median increase
in the number of intermediate representation instructions when each program
is in Ψ -SSA form (the size of the Ψ -SSA representation is measured after the
if-conversion). Next column in the table lists the maximal, minimal, and median
size of routines in each program in the number of distinct variable names. Fi-
nally, the last column shows the maximal and median increase in the number of
variable names (SSA names) in the Ψ -SSA form.

The maximal increase in the intermediate representation size of 1.52 times
is smaller than 5.2 times reported by Cytron et al. [2]. We also observe smaller
maximal increase in the number of distinct variable names in the program, 1.99
versus 3.8. These numbers are explained by the fact that we build prunned SSA
representation instead of the minimal one discussed in Cytron’s et al. work.
This also confirms that prunned SSA representation can drastically reduce the
number of Φ-nodes in program variables reported by Briggs et al. [9].

Fig. 4. Number of instructions in the Ψ -SSA versus number of instructions in the
original program.

As the plot in figure 4 shows, increase in the number of intermediate represen-
tation instructions is linear in the size of the program. The increase in instruction
counts reflects the number of Φ- and Ψ -nodes in the program. We didnot find
any correlation between the original instruction count and the instruction count
increase due to Ψ -SSA translation. More significant instruction count increases
were related rather to the complexity of program’s control flow. The median ra-
tio varied from 1.03 to 1.06, and the largest increase of 1.52 occured in a function
of 292 intermediate instructions.

The plot in figure 5 shows increase in the number of variable names in the
Ψ -SSA. The median increase in the number of variables varied from 1.11 to 1.21.
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Fig. 5. Number of SSA names in the Ψ -SSA versus number of distinct variable names
in the original program.

The largest increase of 1.99 occured in the same function with the largest in-
struction count increase, and this function had 193 intermediate variables. All-
together, 90% of the functions had increase of the number of variables under 1.4
times.

6 Conclusions

SSA form benefits optimization of unpredicated code as well as predicated code
after the if-conversion. We developed a method for if-converting programs in
SSA form resulting in Ψ -SSA form. Our measurements of the size of Ψ -SSA
present a strong evidence that Ψ -SSA is a practical alternative as intermediate
representation for compiler code generators.
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